Abstract. N-gram feature is commonly used to represent document, however, it often leads to the curse of dimensionality. Sentiment classification based on word embedding and SVM is proposed. The method uses word embedding to represent document, which can make the final representation of the document consistent with the dimension of word embedding. Experiments show that the proposed method can significant reduce the dimension of document representation and improve the accuracy of document sentiment classification.
Introduction
The target of sentiment classification is to classify opinion documents into two folders, positive and negative sentiment, which is very helpful in business intelligence application and recommender systems, etc. [1] Most of the existing techniques for document-level sentiment classification are based on supervised, semi-supervised or unsupervised learning theory [2] .
An approach of sentiment classification, named SVM-WE, is proposed in this paper, which uses word embedding to represent document and selects support vector machine as classifier. More specifically, the word embedding trained by skip-model are firstly accumulated to represent document, and then support vector machine is used to classify the represented features as it always outperforms other classifiers in most cases.
In this paper, we will not only compare the influence of CBOW model and Skip-gram model on trained word embedding, but also analyze the effect of different dimension of word embedding on the performance of sentiment classification. In addition, considering the different frequency and sentiment tendentiousness of word, an extension of SVM-WE which uses weighted sum of word embedding to represent document is also presented in this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Some related work are reviewed in the second section. The third section details the SVM-WE method and its extension. Experiment results and analysis are provided in the fourth section. Finally, some conclusions and discussions about the method, SVM-WE, are presented.
Related Work
As is known to all, natural language processing is based on word as word is the smallest linguistic units with independent meaning. There are two ways commonly used to represent word, distributed representation and one-hot representation, of which the latter is more intuitive. In one-hot representation, word is represented as a Boolean vector whose length is equal to the size of vocabulary. For every word, the position corresponding to the word in the representation vector is set to one and the remainder are set to zeros, which make the feature convenient to be stored by a sparse model, such as just assign a number ID to each word. Though the one-hot representation approach is used widely as it is simple and easy to implement, its shortcomings is significantly. For example, in the representation space each vector is independent even the original words are very similar [3] .
Distributed representation of words, also known as word embedding, which was originally proposed by Hinton in 1986 is different from one-hot representation [4] . Word embedding 4th International Conference on Mechatronics, Materials, Chemistry and Computer Engineering (ICMMCCE 2015) represents word as a low dimensional vector trained by language model and makes the related or similar words closer in the vector space. Thus it can overcome the disadvantage of one-hot representation that feature vectors cannot reflect the dependency relationship between words. Bengio [5] , Collobert [6] , Mikolov [7] , Huang [8] had ever proposed different language model to train word embedding. Bengio used a language model built by three-layer neural network to train the feature vector. Collobert gained the word embedding by a method simplified the output layer of neural network and realized the part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition, phrase recognition, semantic role labeling and other natural language processing tasks based on the vectors. Recurrent neural network was used by Mikolov as a language model which made full use of documental information. Huang improved the model proposed by Collobert and promoted the semantic component in the word embedding. Currently, the most popular models of word embedding are continuous bag-of-words model (hereafter referred to CBOW) and continuous skip-gram model (hereafter referred to Skip-gram) which presented by Mikolov in 2013 [9] [10] .
Sentiment classification aims to distinguish whether people like/dislike a product from their reviews. It has emerged as a proper research area. In general, the supervised learning has a better performance than unsupervised learning and semi-supervised learning. Pang et al. (2002) [11] who first used machine learning to do sentiment classification tried to classify movie reviews into positive/negative by using three different classifiers -Naïve Bayes, Maximum Entropy and SVM. They tested different feature combinations such as unigrams, unigrams + bigrams and unigrams + POS (part-of-speech) tags, etc. The experimental results showed that SVM combined with unigrams obtained the best performance. In recent years, there has been a growing interest in enhancing classification accuracy by different techniques [12] [13] .
SVM-WE Based on Word Embedding
In this paper, word embedding are trained by a Google toolkit, named word2vec, which realizes CBOW model and Skip-gram model. These two models are shown in figure 1.
Fig.1. The structure of CBOW and Skip-gram model As can be seen from the figure, the structure of CBOW model is similar to the structure of feedforward neural network language model. The only difference is that CBOW model removes the nonlinear hidden layer which is most time-consuming and then it just has the input, projection and output layer. The projection of CBOW is shared for all words, thus, all words get projection into the same position. Skip-gram is similar to CBOW, but instead of predicting the current word based on the document, it tries to maximize classification of a word based on another word in the same sentence. More precisely, it uses each current word as an input to a log-linear classifier with continuous projection layer, and predicts words within a certain range before and after the current word.
CBOW and Skip-gram have different advantages. Word embedding trained by CBOW contains more syntax information which can obtain a better result in syntax test while trained by Skip-gram contains more semantic information which can perform better in semantic test. Obviously, the semantic information plays a more important role in sentiment, as several sentiment words which are not grammatical can also express the sentiment of document. Thus, in the model, SVM-WE, proposed in this paper, Skip-gram is used to train the word embedding.
Mikolov found that simple word embedding addition can often produce meaningful results. For example, the sum of word embedding of Germany and capital is close to word embedding of Berlin. So we speculate that the sum of word embedding is meaningful and can represent the document.
The definition of document representation based on word embedding is as follows: Given a document 
) is word embedding of word i t . The representation of document is
This paper proposed a method called SVM-WE which combines word embedding based document representation and SVM. The flow diagram of SVM-WE is showed in figure 2 . This method has three steps.
Step 1: Use word2vec toolkit to train word embedding and to obtain a set of word embedding.
Step 2: Represent train documents and test documents according to formula (1) and in which the word embedding is obtained by step 1.
Step 3: Use SVM classifier trained by the train documents to classify test documents. Similar to weighted feature in vector space model, we can also give weights to words which measure the importance of the words in the document. Different weighting method [14] is given in Table 1 .  n is the number of document which has word i t , N is the number of documents. The extension definition of document representation is can be formulated as:
Similar to the method SVM-WE, we use the sum of weighted word embedding to represent document and use SVM to classify. It is not difficult to find that formula (1) is a particular form of formula (2) with Boolean weighting.
Experiment and Analysis of Test Results
The experiment in this section involves three aspects. Firstly, we validate the effective of using Skip-gram rather than CBOW to train word embedding in SVM-WE. Secondly, the performances of SVM-WE and other methods [15] , SVM-uni and SVM-bi, which use unigram and bigram as feature to represent document respectively and then use SVM classify the features, are compared. Last but not least, we also analyze the extension method of SVM-WE.
We compare with published results on the following datasets. Detailed statistics are shown in table 2. RT-s: Short movie reviews dataset containing one sentence per view ( Figure 2 shows the result of document sentiment classification based on CBOW and Skip-gram respectively. The horizontal axis is the dimension of word embedding which ranges from 1 to 300 and the vertical axis shows the accuracy of classification. figure 2 , we can see the accuracy of classification is promoted on the whole with the growth of dimension of word embedding. And before a certain dimension, the accuracy increases obviously while levels off after that dimension. So it can be speculated that a few dimension of word embedding contains enough information to deal with the sentiment classification and higher dimension of word embedding just contains more redundant information which can't improve the accuracy obviously. Of course, as the training of word embedding is an optimized process, fluctuates of accuracy within a reasonable range is acceptable. We can also find that higher accuracy and smaller fluctuation can be obtained when Skip-gram is used to train word embedding rather than CBOW. This result verifies that Skip-gram performs better in semantic test and word embedding trained by Skip-gram has more accurate information as the document representation used by SVM-WE doesn't consider the grammatical information. For the good performance of word embedding trained by Skip-gram, it is used in SVM-WE to train word embedding.
We analyze the influence of dimension of word embedding on sentiment classification as detailed above. According to the results of figure 3, we train word embedding of 50, 50, 100, 200 dimension respectively on dataset RT-s, CR, RT-2k, IDBM. Table 3 shows the results of SVM-WE, SVM-uni and SVM-bi on dataset RT-s, CR, RT-2k, IDBM. We make an extension to SVM-WE by considering the weight of word. Table 4 shows the results of SVM-WE and results of the extension of SVM-WE that uses different weights provided in table 1. And the word embedding of 50, 50, 100, 200 dimension are trained respectively on dataset RT-s, CR, RT-2k, IDBM according to table 3. 4 , considering weights of words doesn't improve the accuracy. We speculate this result may be due to that the process of training word has considered the importance of words in document. Thus calculating the weight of words doesn't increase the useful information but increase the redundant information.
Conclusion
Combined with word embedding and SVM classifier, we propose a method called SVM-WE to classify the sentiment document. And word embedding trained by Skip-gram can retain semantic information and avoid the curse of dimensionality which may be generated by. At the same time, SVM can perform a bit better than other classifiers. In addition, as the extension of SVM-WE doesn't improve the performance, we further intend to take sentiment dictionary into account. We plan to give different weights for sentiment words and non-sentiment words. So how to give weights to sentiment words and non-sentiment words is a worthy direction for further study.
